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Please keep this power plant running, and allow older fossil plants to replace their
fossil boilers with a small modular reactor and continue to run the generator and
switchyard.  Nuclear power is the only source of power that is available 24/7/365 in
all weather and not subject to nightfall, or drought, or loss of wind.
Those who worry about spent nuclear fuel are ignorant of the facts.  The spent fuel is
the same volume coming out of the reactor as it was going in, and safely ensconced
in metal rods.  It does not spread through the air or water or any other way.  They
claim is it radioactive - true, but so are you, so am I, so are bananas - but spent fuel
is dangerous for only about a year, and we know what to do with it.
I am a licensed engineer with 30 years' experience in nuclear weapons, nuclear
effects testing, nuclear reactor operations, and nuclear medical isotope fabrication.  I
know whereof I write.  Please keep this NPP operating as long as possible.
Gary L. Hoe, PE; retired CMRP, PMP, and some more certifications
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